
2getHR

Are you familiar with these

problems?

Do you want to send 
HR documents 

paperless and 
secure?

You would like to 
relieve your personnel 

administration?

Would you like to 
increase the 

satisfaction of your 
employees with a 

modern cloud solution?

You want to become 
more modern and 
digitize your HR 
processes?

You want to reduce costs 
through more 
transparency?

Do you want to 
communicate faster 
between HR and 
employees?



The challenge

Imagine you could save HR process costs through

digitization and make your processes faster and

more transparent. Bring your users up to speed

with the latest user interface (UX) technology and

let your employees decide which device they work

on.

Cross-device compatibility is mandatory today

and guaranteed with us.

Your employees enter their personnel data

independently, which relieves your personnel

administration.

Wage statements, reports and expense receipts are

sent securely online, which saves you a lot of

paperwork.

Vacation and absence requests are submitted

digitally by your employees and approved by you,

keeping you and your employees on top of current

vacation balances.

Working time records are recorded on your

smartphone or PC and are immediately available for

accounting in HR.

In addition, there is the possibility of a trustee

access, which allows you an uncomplicated and fast

cooperation with your trustee.

2getHR

Our solutions offer

With the 2getHR we support you in the

digitalization of your HR processes.

This intelligent interface solution understands

the language of both applications and contains a

large predefined set of data to be transmitted,

which can be supplemented and customized in

each case. All fields used in 2getHR are

predefined in the interface and can be controlled

individually.

Your SAP data as well as documents from SAP

can be transmitted to 2getHR. Data maintenance

is done on 2getHR and is synchronized back to

SAP.

The interface thus offers you the flexibility you

need to use SAP data optimally in 2getHR.

System requirements

You have SAP HCM/HXM in use.

The 2getHR is available from release ECC 6.0.

Do you need more information or would you like

a free demo - call us or contact us via email.

We are here for you.

Our offer
2getHR

One-time license

Price scale according to the number of active 

employee master recordsfrom

from CHF 5‘500 (up to 100)

Annual maintenance (21% of the one-time 

license) + access to updates and

guaranteed release capability

from CHF 1‘155 (up to 100)

Rental price incl. maintenance

from CHF 3‘355 / year
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